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1. INTRODUCTION

The principle of equivalence is the basis of general relativity.

It states that a freely falling reference frame is locally equivalent to an

inertia! frame . One of Its consequences is the Universality Free

Fall (UFF); i.e. the independence of structure and composition of the

acceleration of a body submerged in a gravitational field 2) It is

usual to formulate UFF as the equality of inertial and passive gravitational

masses. In order to clarify the fomer statement, let us write the energy

of a test body, in the non-relativlstlc approximation as '
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In this equation v and x are the centre of mass velocity

and coordinates of the test body; * is the gravitational potential

and m_,

masses, respectively

gravitat ional mass

and Up are called Its rest, inertial and passive gravitational

UFF implies the equality of inertial and passive

(1.2)

while the Local Lorentz Invariance (LLI) - another consequence of the

principle of equivalence - implies the additional equality
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The principle of equivalence is a very strong statement: its

unrestricted validity leads to general relativity as the unique theory
4)

for the gravitational field . Experimental tests of its consequences

probe deeply the structure of the gravitational field

In this paper, we present preliminary results on a possible

verification of the principle of equivalence: the motion of the Trojan

asteroids. The particular interest of this problem la that it probes

the equality of the contributions of gravitational energy to nu and

m . We briefly discuss this point.

UFF has been verified with great accuracy in laboratory experiments

From these results it can be inferred that all non-gravltatlonal forms

5)

of energy contribute in euqal amounts to m. and V However, gravitational

energy of laboratory-sized objects is so small that no direct experimental

verification can be carried on them. Indeed, in the Newtonian approximation,

the gravitational energy of a body is
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G (1.4)

(1-5)

In the latter equation H and a are the mass and • characteristic

length of the body, and a is a constant of order unity which depends

on its density distribution. For laboratory-sized objects

|n| * 0.03 (1.9)

-Sy ~ ICf25
Me

(1.6)

and the equality of its contributions to inertial and passive gravitational

masses Is impossible to verify. Such a test should be carried on planetary-

sized objects, where 11 is a relatively important quantity (Table I).

Indeed, Nordtvedt proved that theories of gravitation alternatives

to general relativity predict a difference between inertial and passive

gravitational masses: the so-called Nordtvedt effect. For a large class

of theories of gravitation, the metric theories of gravitation, Nordtvedt

result can be parametrized in the form

J2.

where n. the Nordvedt parameter, is a function of the PPK para

For fully-conservation theories

n • 4P - * - 3

etera

(1.7)

5)

(1.8)

The above result is independent, to a large extent, of the composition and

structure of the body .

It can be shown that many different forms of gravitational energy

contribute to the result (1.7). General relativity predicts a null effect,

and this Is through a delicate cancellation of many small terms. Such a

delicate balance is not easily achieved in an arbitrary theory of gravitation

and, in this sense, the verification of the equality of Inertial and passive

gravitational masses is a strong test of general relativity .

The equality of Inertial and passive gravitational masses for planetary-

sized bodies can be verified searching for a bipolar term in the acceleration.
8)

This has been done for the moon-earth system, where an upper bound of
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has been set for the Nordtvedt parameter by neans of lunar laser ranging.

In the following sections we shall discuss the verification of the

principle of equivalence through the notion of the Trojan asteroids. In

Sec.II we briefly review the main perturbation induced by the Nordtvedt effect

on the motion of a Trojan asteroids. The model used for effective computation

is discussed in Sec.Ill and the preliminary results and our conclusions

are stated in Sec.IV. These latter sections are rather sketchy, since

a full account of our results will be presented In a forthconing paper.

II. THE NORDTVEDT EFFECT ON THE TROJAN ASTEROIDS

In this section, we present an elementary account of the main

perturbation induced by the Nordtvedt effect on a Trojan asteroids. This

group of asteoroids (the first of which (588) Achilles, was discovered

in 1906), have orbits whose major axes (and hence, their periods) are the

sane as that of Jupiter. They wander around points located 60 ahead

or behind the planet and so, they are approximate realizations of the well-known

Lagrange triangular solutions of the three-body problem (Flg.l). We

can give an elementary proof of these solutions (in the case of circular

orbit*) provided that the equality of inertial and gravitational masses is

assumed.

Let three bodies move in circular orbits keeping on the vertices

of an equilateral triangle (flg.l)- In a reference frame turning with

the angular velocity of the system of bodies, that triangle will be stationary.

The Trojan acceleration, In such reference frame Is

- GM» Crlif) -ss 6J

Now, Inserting Kepler's third law

the equilateral triangle condition

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)
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and the definition of centre of mass

H r + M.r. - 0
S J J

(2.4)

we find that the acceleration (2.1) is zero, and so we prove the existence
9)

of the equilateral solutions . In this proof, the equality of inertial

and passive gravitational masses has been used nore than once.

In order to find the perturbation, let us discuss the variations!

equaltlons for the triangular Lsgrange solutions . If 4r - (S,n,t)

Is a small displacement off the equilibrium point, then it satisfies the

linearized equations

(2.5)

Here s • 1 1 according to the east or west position of the asteroid

respect to Jupiter, 6a Is the perturbing acceleration and

The homogeneous solutions of Eqs.(2.5) have characteristic frequencies

equal to

cu+ =
(2.7)

The first of these, an oscillation almost parallel to the radius

vector, describes elliptic motion with a perihelion precession

u - 9.8 °/cy (2.8)

The second is an oscillation almost normal to the radius vector,

called libratlon, with a period of

(2.9)
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This slow oscillation of the asteroid about the equilibrium position Is

the most interesting feature of its motion.

Consider now the effect of a harmonic perturbing acceleration

6a - a 0 e - (2.10)

We then find that the forced motion of the system Is proportional

to the reciprocal of the determinant

(2.11)

For small external frequency, this denominator will be very small

Bnd the perturbation will be very rauch enhanced. The Trojan asteroid

acts as a resonator selecting long period perturbations. This Is the case

of the Nordtvedt effect. Indeed, let us compute the acceleration of the

Trojan when gravitational and inertial masses of the Sun and Jupiter are

different. In that case, it is easy to show that Kepler's third law is

modified in the following way

is

(2.12)

where the masses are inertlal masses. The acceleration (2.1) will now be

If we proceed as before, we find for the perturbing acceleration

2.13)

(2.14)

The first term is a small unobservable correction to the Newtonian

force and will be disregarded in the following. The second term is the

result we are seeking. When substituted in Eq.(2.9) It produces a shift

Sc\ © (2.15)

away from Jupiter of the equilibrium solution of Lagrange,

has been predicted by Nordtvedt long ago .

This result
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If we take as the standard value of fl. the one computed by Nordtvedt
6)

3. to 1 (2.16)

the shift (2.15) Is about one arcsecond. Such an effect would be easily

discerned by standard astrooetric techniques tf systematic errors can be

reduced enough. In the following sections we shall discuss the settled

we have used to analyze the notion of the Trojan asteroids and to estimate n.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE TROJAN ASTEROID HOTION

The motion of a Trojan asteroid is a complicated problem in

celestial mechanics and numerical integration must be used If high

accuracy is to be achieved. The equations of motion of the asteroid,

together with the corresponding variational equations, must be Integrated

for the relevant period of observations. In this section, we shall sketch

the model used for the numerical integration.

a) Equations of wot Ion

Heliocentric equations of motion, including the perturbations

from the five outer planets, were used for the Trojan asteroid. The

variational equations (including the perturbations of Jupiter and second

order effects) included corrections for the Initial conditions and

perturbations by the Nordtvedt effect and a variation in the mass of Saturn.

The Inner planets were treated through the augmented solar nass technique

and other relativistic corrections vere not included, since they are much

smaller than the level of noise.

b) Planetary epheroerla

The standard major planet epheneris12' was used as the basis for

the numerical integration. In a preliminary step, initial conditions for

the outer planets were adjusted so as to reproduce the results of Ref.li-

lt is known that the mass of Saturn used in this ephemerls is slightly

In error and so, a correction for it was included in the variational

equations.

c) Asteroid selection criterion

A preliminary error analysis showed that only asteroids well

observed during a long time should be analyzed. This is because the constant

shift we are looking for is difficult to separate of the slow librat ion
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motion unless observations are available for a large fraction of the llbration

period. Besides, since the perturbations induced by Saturn are very large,

an error in the mass of Saturn can induce a spurious shift in the Lagrange

equilibrium point. Since the mass correction can be extracted with 60

years of observations (the well-known 5-2 resonance period of Jupiter and

Saturn), only asteroids observed for a longer time were admitted, and this

limits us to the six ones listed in Table II.

d) Observational set

Near complete observational sets for each asteroid were collected

from several sources before 1950 and froM the HPC sheets from 1950 onwards.

Observations were reduced to astrometric position wherever necessary using

the standard procedures.

e) Numerical integration

The equations of motion of the major planets and of the asteroid were

numerically integrated for the observational period, together with the

variational equations for the asteroid. A standard fifth order predictor-

corrector routine was used. The initial conditions were taken from

"Ephemerls of Minor Planets" (1983) for the standard osculating epoch.

f) Reference orbit adjustment

The initial conditions for each of the asteroids were adjusted

by differential corrections and observations yielding large residuals were

discarded. The final number of observations for each asteroid set is

given in Table II, with the corresponding root nean square error.

g) Final adjustment

Starting from the reference orbit, several fits were made Including

the Nordtvedt parameter and the mass correction. Table II shows preliminary

values for these parameters, obtained from a simultaneous fit of ANg and

H, together with corrections to the elements.

IV. DISCUSSION

The preliminary values for n. and AMg shown in Table II are

the main results of this paper. They show a correction to the value of

the nass of Saturn compatible with the corrections obtained otherwise

The values of the Nordtvedt parameter are consistent with zero, except

for (624) Hector. However, the precision of these results is seriously

limited by random and systematic errors, and this non-tero value is probably

not significant.



Indeed, the different fits show large fluctuations In the above

parameters, suggesting the existence of systematic errors. Host observations

of the Trojans have been made photographically and it Is well-known that

there are serious systematic errors in the star catalogues used to reduce

the observations . The most deleterious of these Is a shift in the

equinox, since it can filmic a shift In the Lagrange point. An investigation

of this and other residual errors is being carried out and will be completed

soon.

We wish to comment on the possibility of improving the accuracy

of the analysis to a level of accuracy similar to the lunar laser ranging

determination. This could be achieved by a remeasurement of all available

plates, with reference to the forthcoming Hlpparcos catalogue, whose stellar

positions will be accurate to O.l" and essentially free of systematic

effects. One can expect from our results that the error in n will be

some ten times smaller, of the order of the LLR determination. Since the

Nordtvedt effect is a strong test of general relativity s>-6'<7\ w e think

that the time-consuming effort of a new reduction of available observations

is worth being carried out.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1 Estimates of the gravitational energy of various bodies using

Eq.(l.S).

Table II Prellnlnary values for AH and n> as obtained from each

asteroid. The different columns are the number and name

of the asteroid, the root-mean square error (in arcseconds),

the mas* and the n values found. Errors shown are purely

statistical.
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TABLE I

GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY OF VARIOUS BODIES

Mass (g) R (cm) a/He

Water Globet 100

Moon 7.4 10

Earth 6 10

Jupiter 2.0 10

Sun

2 5

2.0 10
33

1.7 10°

6.4 108

7.0 109

7.0 1010

10
-27

2.0 10

S.O 10

2.0 10

1.5 10

•11

-10

-8

-5

Asteroid

TABU II

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Obs. Rns ('•> ^ 103

(588)

(617)

(624)

(659)

(884)

(911)

Achilles

Patroclus

Hector

Nestor

Prlmaus

Agaaenon

135

78

214

73

87

116

1.9

1.8

1.6

1.7

1.7

1.8

0.93

2.20

2.04

0.46

0.67

-0.30

t

t

t

t

±

±

0.72

0.98

0.60

0.68

0.46

1.60

-0.39

0.32

-0.53

0.10

-0.55

-0.77

t

t

t

t

1

t

0.37

0.50

0.16

0.29

0.38

0.39
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig.l Sketch of the Lagrange triangular solution.

Flg.l
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